Gold Coast
Saturday, 16 January 2021
Gold Coast Race 6 - 1200m
4u win - #11 SHE'S ALL CLASS $4.40
4u win - #12 SWIFT WITNESS $3.90

Gold Coast Race 7 - 1400m
10u Bank - #13 ISOTOPE $2.60
5u Quin - #3 AWAY GAME $3.70
5u Quin - #12 FORBIDDEN LOVE $5.00

Gold Coast Race 8 - 1400m
5u win - #9 DISCHARGED $6.00
Total Units 23

Gold Coast Race 6 - 1200m
She's All Class was ridden quietly last time and in a recent trial and
attacked line - do same here and hard to hold out. Swift Witness
definitely did nothing wrong last week when put them to the
sword- get into nice spot again. Fake Love had a hope if it was only
1100 and had a good gate but nothing has fell right with the draw.
Alpine Edge did a good job to win when on worstpart of track EF chance. Tempo: Average speed - Suits Handy Runners
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4u win - #11 SHE'S ALL CLASS $4.40
4u win - #12 SWIFT WITNESS $3.90

Gold Coast Race 7 - 1400m
Isotope just went too good last time not to tip- race a bit closer
than last time and the way she attacked the line last time the extra
distance shouldn't be a problem. Forbidden Love is on the up and
the form out of the race last time is ok. Away Game will get the
perfect run again but Isotope shouldn't have been able to beat her
last time so ?here. Shooting For Gold went ok last week but the
gte is a problem.[Bet Quin 13 / 3-12 for 5 units each] Tempo:
Average speed - Suits Leaders & Handy Runners

10u Bank - #13 ISOTOPE $2.60
5u Quin - #3 AWAY GAME $3.70
5u Quin - #12 FORBIDDEN LOVE $5.00

Gold Coast Race 8 - 1400m
Speed should be good here. Discharged had to work hard 1stup
over an unsuitable distance- steps up here and should push
strongly to the lead and be hard to get around. Elevin Elevin went
ok fresh when speed suited but the 1400 is some question mark.
Yao Dash was a very good horse in early days and just went
missing until the last week - founf form and speed suits. Edison will
show speed with gear on. Sambro is the blowout horse. Tempo:
Average/Good speed - Suits Handy Runners

5u win - #9 DISCHARGED $6.00
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